Introduction
Stability of phases existing in chemical systems is determined by its Gibbs free energy designated as G. The relative position of Gibbs free energy surfaces in the G-T-X (composition) space determines stability ranges of respective phases yielding a map called the phase diagram. Since the knowledge of phase equilibria is essential in designing new materials, determination of Gibbs free energy for respective phases is being continued on both theoretical as well as experimental ways. While in principle chemical potentials of pure substances are needed to derive Gibbs free energy of formation of the stoichiometric phases, it is not the case for the phase ( solid or liquid) with variable composition. As an example, in Fig 1, G m for three different systems is shown. Fig.1a shows free energy of formation of the intermetallic, stoichiometric Mg 2 Si phase recalculated per one mole of atoms (Turkdogan, 1980) . Fig1b illustrates Gibbs energy of formation of one mole of liquid In-Pb solution (Hultgren, 1973) . Finally, Fig.1c demonstrates Gibbs energy of formation of the solid phase, wustite ( 'FeO') (Spencer & Kubaschewski, 1978) . In the last two cases experimental information about chemical potentials of both components in the solution (partial Gibbs energies) was necessary to obtain G m vs. composition dependencies at fixed temperature. In general, there are four experimental methods, namely calorimetry, vapour pressure, electrochemical and phase equilibration, one can use to obtain thermodynamic functions, which describe properties of respective phases, solid or liquid. Calorimetry is an indispensable tool to measure enthalpy changes , but its weakness consists in the fact that a number of calorimetric measurements must be combined in order to obtain Gibbs energy changes. Vapour pressure methods (both static and dynamic) cover wide range of vapour pressures from which standard free energy change as well as activities (chemical potentials) of components in the solution can be obtained. The most powerful modification of this technique is effusion method combined with mass spectrometry, which identifies and gives the partial pressure of all species present in the gas phase. Another advantage is the temperature of experiments, which cannot be matched by any other method. Partial Gibbs energy can also be derived from the investigation of equilibrium between different phases. In most cases the success of this method relies heavily on the accuracy of chemical analysis of phases involved in chemical equilibrium. Finally, an electrochemical method (so-called e.m.f. method) which is based on properly designed electrochemical cell can supply information about chemical potential of the components in any phase: gaseous, liquid or solid. Though, undoubtedly calorimetry is the most precise and direct method to measure heat effects of chemical changes i.e. enthalpy changes, chemical potential is needed to derive Gibbs free energy change. Both, e.m.f. and vapour pressure methods can yield chemical potential of the component through its activity measurements, but this approach has one weakness. Usually, we can measure activity for only one component in the solution. In good, old days Gibbs-Duhem equation was used to solve this problem and to derive activities for other components. In the age of modeling and computers this problem is solved much faster and the desired expression:
(where X i denotes mole fraction and  i denotes chemical potential)
for Gibbs free energy of one mole of the either solid or liquid phase can be easily obtained.
As far as the determination of the partial Gibbs energy of the components is concerned, in our opinion the electrochemical method may be considered as the most accurate one, though not without many traps. Ben Alcock used to say that e.m.f. method is the best method to derive activity of the component in the solution if…….works. This humorous and even a little spiteful comment is perhaps a good reason to discuss the principles and the range of applicability of this method.
Principles
When an electronic conductor (metal, semiconductor, polymer) is brought into equilibrium with ionic conductor (liquid electrolyte solution, molten salt, solid electrolyte, etc.) an interface between these two phases is created. Then, due to the charge separation between these two phases, the interface is charged and an electric potential difference  across the interface builds up. Such a two-phase system one may call the electrode (half-cell) and it can be schematically shown in Fig.2 . The change between the properties of the electronic and ionic conductors must take place over the certain distance (however small). Thus, instead of razor-sharp interface, it is better to think about an interphase region, which is a region of changing properties between phases. In fact, this region decides about the charge transfer process between the two phases. This charge transfer process is the electrode reaction, and generally it takes place between oxidized and reduced species:
which in case of a metal M in contact with the solution containing its ions M + can be written as:
From this electrode reaction results the potential buildup  M+/M at the interface. It is assumed that this reaction is reversible (transfer of charge takes place with the same rate in both directions) and the Laws of thermodynamics can be applied to it. Leaving classification of various electrodes to electrochemists, let's see how this potential can be determined. The answer to this problem is simple: we need another electrode which must serve as a reference. The single potential cannot be measured, but we can always measure its difference between two half-cells. Thus, the proper construction based on two electrodes yields the source of electric potential difference called electromotive force E (e.m.f.). Such a construction, which is schematically shown in Fig. 3 , is called an electrochemical cell.
www.intechopen.com If this cell is not connected to the external circuit, its internal chemical processes are at equilibrium and do not cause any net flow of charge. Electrochemical energy can be stored. However, if it is connected, then under potential difference the charge must pass from the region of the lower to higher potential. Consequently, to force the charge to flow, work must be done. For any chemical process occurring under constant p and T, the maximum work that can be done by the system is equal to the decrease in its Gibbs free energy:
If this work is electrical one, it equals to the product of charge passed Q = zF and voltage E. For balanced cell reaction, which brought about the transfer of z moles of electrons, this work is given by:
where E is cell's electromotive force. From this relationship, the change in Gibbs free energy for the reversible well defined chemical reaction which takes place inside the cell, can be determined as:
where z is number of moles of electrons involved in the process and F is Faraday constant ( i.e. the charge of one mole of electrons). Using well-known relations between G, H and S one can express corresponding enthalpy and entropy changes through E vs. T dependence as:
and
Thus, from measured E vs.T dependence, all thermodynamic functions of the well-defined chemical process taking place inside the cell can be derived.
Under the assumption of chemical equilibrium , eq.6 can be also applied to the electrode reaction. Using the relationship between G and an equilibrium constant K, which is:
and combining equations (6) and (9), one can arrive at Nernst's equation:
in which K is an equilibrium constant written for any electrode reaction in the state of equilibrium (in fact dynamic one). In eq.10,  Ox/Red is an electrode potential,  0 Ox/Red is standard electrode potential (all species taking part in the reaction are at unit activity) and z in a number of moles of electrons taking part in a charge transfer.
Having established all necessary dependencies for electrode potential one can ask how two half-cells can be combined to construct electrochemical cell, and how electromotive force E can be obtained in each case. The general scheme of the cell's classification is shown in Fig.4 This scheme is based on two characteristic features:  the nature of the chemical process responsible for the electromotive force production,  the manner in which the cell is assembled ( i.e. where two half-cells are combined into one whole with or without the junction). Following several simple rules, which say that:  positive electrode is placed always on the right-hand side of each cell's scheme,  electrode reactions are always written as reduction reactions,  electromotive force E for each type of the cell is calculated as the difference of the electrode potentials:
one can analyze each type of the cell construction to see how E is developed, and what kind of thermodynamic information can it deliver.
Cells construction

Chemical cell without transference
We start our considerations from the chemical cells. Schematic representation of this kind of a cell is shown in Fig.5 . Left-hand side electrode consists of the pure metal or alloy, which is immersed into the solution containing its cations (e.g. molten salt). Potential of this electrode written for the reduction reaction :
On the right-hand electrode gas X 2 remines in contact with the liquid ionic phase fixing chemical equilibrium of the reaction:
and establishing the potential :
Consequently, according to the rule mentioned above, the electromotive force of the cell is: 
It is clear that this type of the cell can be used to measure activities of the components either in metallic or in ionic solution. It is also clear that overall cell reaction is:
and a decrease of Gibbs free energy of this reaction is responsible for the e.m.f. production. The characteristic feature of this cell construction is the same liquid electrolyte solution in contact with both electrodes.
Chemical cell with transference
Another type of chemical cell is so-called Daniell-type cell, in which two dissimilar metals are immersed into two different liquid electrolytes forming two half-cells. To prevent these electrolytes from mixing and consequently, irreversible exchange reaction in the solution, they are separated by the barrier, which however must assure electric contact between both half-cells. The scheme of this cell is shown in The barrier called a junction can be liquid or solid (salt bridge, permeable diaphragm, ionselective membrane) and can connect the half-cells in a number of different ways . Writing the reduction reaction at the electrodes as:
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The e.m.f. of this cell produced by the exchange reaction:
where z = nm, activity of metals is equal to one, and expression under logarithm represents equilibrium constant K of the reaction (23). Thus, this cell may provide information about Gibbs free energy change of the exchange reaction at constant temperature, entropy and enthalpy changes can be also obtained if temperature dependence of the e.m.f. is measured. It is not very convenient for high temperature measurements, but can be used successfully while working with aqueous solutions, especially when one half-cell is set as the reference electrode. The characteristic feature of this type of cell is the separation of two different electrolytes with the junction assuring electrical contact, but preventing solutions from mixing. Consequently, since two more interfaces in contact with the solution appeared in the cell, there is a hidden potential drop across the junction E junction = " -' in measured E which not always can be precisely determined. Thus, measurements based on cells with transference may not give as accurate data as chemical cells.
Concentration cells without transference
If in the same electrolyte solution pure metal and its alloy are submerged, galvanic cell is created. Its scheme is shown in Fig. 7 Two electrode reactions can be written as:
on the l.h.s , and
on the right, which is more positive. Corresponding electrode potentials are:
Scheme of a concentration cell without transference.
The net cell reaction in this case is:
and E of this cell is generated by the concentration (chemical potential) difference, and has the final form:
since activity of metal cations is fixed and standard electrode potentials for both electrodes are the same (E 0 = 0). From equations (30) and (6) after rearrangement one may obtain:
Thus, the free energy change of the transfer process from pure state into the solution can be derived directly from measured E. It is probably the most convenient way to obtain partial function of the alloy component. If the E vs.T dependencies are linear ( i.e. E = a+bT ), partial entropy and partial enthalpy for the process (29) can be obtained directly for a given composition of the alloy from eqs. (7) and (8):
Again, characteristic feature of this cell is the same electrolyte with fixed concentration of M z+ ions for both electrodes and the missing junction.
Concentration cells with transference
The last type of cell is based on the junction which is selectively conducting with one type of an ion. Two versions of this type of cell are schematically shown in Fig If concentration of cations is such that on l.h.s it is higher (a' > a'') than on the right side, diffusion of cations will proceed and it sets up electric potential difference across the membrane. This potential gradient eventually will stop diffusion and equilibrium is reached. Due to cations migration to the right side, this electrode is more positive. Writing reduction reactions on both electrodes as:
one can express electrode potentials as:
Again, since both standard potentials are identical and activity of X -will not change due to the action of ion-selective membrane which stops their transfer, e.m.f. of this cell ( similar reasoning can be given for the cell shown in Fig.8b) is:
If on left side of the cell there is pure MX, then e.m.f. gives directly activity of MX in the solution. However, one must remember that measured E has again an internal contribution from the voltage drop across the junction. Having described principles of cells operation and construction, let's have a brief look at the beginning of the story.
 
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The road to solid electrolytes
Probably, the first-ever type of cells employed to e.m.f. measurements in molten salts was Daniell -type cell employed by Sackur (1918) . Relatively easy to construct while working with aqueous solutions, it faced difficulty when temperature of the cell operation was raised. At high temperatures it was used to study molten salts. Concentration cells without transference appeared to be more convenient to study metallic systems. Consequently, this kind of research was initiated by Taylor (1923) and Seltz (1935) . Working with cells with transference the main problem connected with this construction was a junction between half-cells and generated junction potential. To avoid interactions between different solutions a number of coupling was tried to assure the electrical contact between the half-cells. While in aqueous solutions the salt bridge was (and still is) the best solution, at high temperature this particular connection brought about same problems. Examples of different half-cell connections tried in the past are shown in Fig.9 . In approximately the same time Salstrom (1933) and next Salstrom and Hildebrandt (1930) initiated a series of investigations of molten salts using chemical cells. It was soon realized that proper combination of two chemical cells e.g. M 1 /M 1 X/X 2 and M 2 /M 2 X/X 2 should in principle yield the result equivalent to the result of an exchange reaction completed in the concentration cell M 1 /M 1 X//M 2 /M 2 X . These findings stimulated both: development of chemical cells which became a source of thermodynamic data for pure substances as well as their solutions, and also employment of concentration cells to provide not only the data for systems for which chemical cells could not be assembled, but also to study the junction potential itself. Its value apparently varied depending on a junction's construction. It appeared to be small for the liquid junction, but as shown by Tamman (1924) who used the cell Ag,AgCl/ glass /PbCl 2 ,Pb, it could be quite significant. Thus, the nature of the junction : liquid or solid, mechanical (frit, gel) or ion-conducting (glass) apparently played significant role in the generated potential drop across the junction. Though experiments with solid substances which played part of electrolytes were already under way, the theory was needed to explain observed discrepancies.
Carl Wagner (1933 Wagner ( , 1936 derived the expression for the steady -state ,open -circuit voltage across the scale of solid inorganic compound. Being Walter Schottky's student ,Wagner with his characteristic brightness realized the importance of the defect structure of the solids and its influence on the conductivity. He put forward the theory which gave foundations of the knowledge necessary to design materials, today called solid electrolytes. However, he had to wait almost 25 years to demonstrate applicability of this concept in thermodynamic measurements. In the pioneering work with Kiukkola (1957) they demonstrated that zirconium oxide doped with CaO can be used as the solid electrolyte conducting with oxygen ions. His theory in the simplified version can be explained today in the framework of non-equilibrium thermodynamics. Let's suppose that through the layer of an inorganic material three species: cations C, anions X and electrons e can migrate. According to Onsager's theory in 1931 their fluxes can be described by the equations:
I e = L eC grad µ C + L eX grad µ X + L ee grad 
where gradients of chemical potential and electric field play the role of forces responsible for the flow of species and charge through the layer. In the linear regime the matrix of linear coefficients is symmetric i.e. L ij = L ji . For the open circuit electric current is zero i.e. I e =0, and from eq.41 one can obtain:
In turn, if there is no gradient of chemical potentials in the system, and the charge flow is caused by the gradient of electric field, taking the ratio of total current and ion fluxes one can arrive at the expressions:
Introducing transference numbers defined as I C / I e = t C = z C F J C / I e and I X / I e = t X = z X F J X / I e , and taking into account reciprocal relations L ij = L ji , one can rewrite the equation (42) in the following form:
If inorganic material is conducting only with anions, transference numbers do not depend on chemical potential, and t X = 1 -t e , then eq.44 can be integrated across the inorganic layer to yield:
In the absence of electronic conductivity in the material ( t e = 0 ), and for gaseous species X 2 for which 0 μμRTlnp X XX 2  , one can arrive at the general formula:
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Using equation (44) it is also easy to show how liquid junction potential ( E junction ) is generated. Let's assume that instead of the inorganic solid layer, there is the liquid interphase layer between two solutions. In this liquid phase dissociating electrolyte CX yields ions C z+ and X z-, which may move independently through the liquid. Then, from (44) one obtains:
Having z + = 1 and z -= -1, and assuming for the aqueous solution a + = a -= c CX , equation (47) can be rearranged and integrated along the layer to yield:
It is clear that for equal transference numbers ( i.e. mobility) the potential drop across the junction is nil. Since the time of Wagner's paper a number of excellent elaborations was devoted to the solid electrolytes field (Alcock, 1968; Rapp & Shores, 1970; Goto & Pluschkell, 1972; Subbarao, 1980) , and we are not going to compete with them. Instead, we'd like to present those areas of research in which, using solid electrolytes, we were able to obtain new data and to small extend we contributed to the extension of the knowledge about thermodynamic properties of high temperature systems.
Oxygen in dilute liquid solutions
To describe the solute element behavior over dilute solution range, free energy interaction coefficients were introduced. However, experimental evidence gathered so far is mainly limited to copper and iron alloys. Working on the review which summarized up to 1988 the data on the solubility of oxygen in liquid metals and alloys (Chang et al, 1988) we found out that there is virtually no information about solute-oxygen interaction in the liquids from which A III B V semiconducting crystals are grown. The problem is not trival since electrical and optical properties of so-called III-V compounds are influenced by oxygen or water vapor in the growth environment. Oxygen incorporated into crystal brings about a decrease in carrier concentration, photoluminescence efficiency and deterioration of surface morphology. Thus, severe requirements regarding purity of crystals grown from the liquid phase stimulate the need for the data on thermodynamics of solutions containing oxygen dissolved in III-V alloys. The application of the coulometric titration method to the study of oxygen solubility in liquid metals was first initiated by Alcock and Belford in 1964, and further developed by Ramanarayanan and Rapp in 1972 . Our experimental method and the procedure can be described briefly in the following way. Using the electrochemical cell of the type:
titrations were carried out in the chosen temperature range, which depended on the system studied. In this cell A denotes In and Ga, while B denotes As and P. AB alloys of the chosen composition were prepared in evacuated and sealed silica capsules by melting oxygen free metals with respective MX compounds. Samples were kept at constant temperature for 24 h and then quenched. The tube of the solid electrolyte contained between 2 and 3 g of metallic alloy. A tungsten wire acted as an electric contact with a metal electrode. The outer part of the solid electrolyte tube coated with platinum paste worked as an air reference electrode www.intechopen.com and was connected to the electric circuit with a platinum wire. The electric circuit contained a potentiostat with a charge meter and digital voltmeter. Purified argon was allowed through the cell just above the surface of the liquid metal. The schematic cell I arrangement is shown in Fig. 10 . Fig. 10 . Scheme of electrochemical cell with air reference electrode by Wypartowicz & Fitzner (1987) .
After the equilibrium electromotive force of the cell E 1 had been recorded, the preselected additional potential E was applied by the potentiostat. The resulting current passed through the cell in such a direction that oxygen was pumped out of the alloy. The decrease in oxygen concentration resulted in an increase of the e.m.f. of the cell and a decay of the electric current. The final e.m.f. value E 2 and the electric charge passed Q were recorded. The experimental run was repeated several times at the same temperature, then the temperature was changed. Activity coefficients of oxygen in liquid alloys were calculated from:
where p O2 is directly related to the initial e.m.f. through the equation:
and the oxygen concentration C O(1) can be obtained from two equations:
where E 2 -E 1 = E is an imposed potential difference and the oxygen concentration is expressed in atomic per cent. To obtain eq. 52, Henry's Law was assumed to obey. In above equations Q ion is the charge corrected by the amount caused by electronic conductivity, M is mass of the sample, and W is atomic weight of the alloy. Experiments were run under following conditions: -oxygen concentration was kept in the range from 10 -2 to 10 -3 atomic percent in order to minimize possible evaporation of oxide species, -solute concentration varied from 0.01 up to 0.07 X As and 0.05 X P , -temperature of experiments (depending on the system) was chosen between 1023 and 1373 K, -only pump-out experiments were performed.
Temperature range Reference Experimental results obtained for four diluted systems, namely In-As-O (Wypartowicz & Fitzner, 1987) , Ga-As-O (Wypartowicz & Fitzner, 1988) , In-P-O (Wypartowicz & Fitzner, 1990 ) and Ga-P-O (Onderka et al, 1991) are shown in Table 1 . In all cases solute addition decreases activity coefficient of oxygen. This decrease however is the result of a subtle interplay of interactions between A-B atoms on one hand, and A-O and B-O atoms on the other.
Stability of high-temperature ceramic superconductors
The discovery of high temperature ceramic superconductor by Bednorz and Muller (1986) stimulated worldwide research of this type of oxide systems. Research efforts concentrated soon on Y-Ba-Cu-O system, in which YBa 2 Cu 3 O 7-x phase with perovskite structure (designated as Y<123>) showed transition temperature above 90 K (Wu et al, 1987) . It was very quickly demonstrated that substitution of yttrium by other rare earth elements is possible. Since the knowledge of phase equilibria in the copper oxide-barium oxidelanthanide sesquioxide system is necessary for successful synthesis of respective phases, phase stability as a function of temperature and oxygen partial pressure is required to define processing conditions. It appeared however, while working on the Y-Ba-Cu-O system (Fitzner et al, 1993) , that Gibbs free energy of formation of Ln<123> phase ( Ln is a symbol of any lanthanide element) cannot be obtained directly from the e.m.f's produced by the cell with zirconia electrolyte. More sophisticated strategy must be adopted to achieve this aim, and another cell with CaF 2 solid electrolyte must be employed. The measurements require three steps which are schematically shown in Fig. 11 . Fig. 11 . Scheme of phase equilibria leading of subsequent cells construction.
Cell I is assembled to measure the stability of phases existing in CuO-Ln 2 O 3 systems. It is based on zirconia electrolyte and essentially in its construction does not differ much from the cell employed to study liquid dilute solutions (Fig.10) The main part of the cell consists of the spring system which was responsible for pressing together working electrode, CaF 2 single crystal and the reference electrode inside the silica tube filled with flowing, synthetic air. The cell was placed in a horizontal resistance furnace which temperature was controlled by an temperature controller. Dry, synthetic air was used to assure that no the traces of moisture can get into the cell compartment. The equilibrium e.m.f. values, which were recorded by an electrometer, were attained in 3 to 10 hours depending on temperature. The platinum lead wires did not show signs of reaction with the electrode pellets after the experiments. Conventional ceramic methods were used to prepare respective phases. Weighed amounts of powders of BaCO 3 , and CuO were mixed with respective lanthanide oxides, palletized and sintered in the stream of dry oxygen usually at about 1223 K. The e.m.f. measurements were carried out in several cycles of increasing and decreasing temperature. Thermal cycling of the cell produced virtually the same e.m.f. values after reaching constant temperature. The reversibility of the cell performance was also checked by passing the current of 0.1 mA from an external source for about 30 s. The e.m.f. returned to the original values within +/-1 mV in about 1 -5 minutes depending on temperature. The whole experimental cycle of the cell operation usually took about one week.
The following electrochemical cells were assembled: for Ln = Gd, Eu, Sm and Nd. Either air or oxygen-argon mixture were flowed continuously through the cell vessel.
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Since mutual solubility between solid phases in the investigated temperature range is small, all components of reactions are essentially in the pure state. Thus, Gibbs free energy change of net cell reactions can be calculated as :
If obtained G 0 equations are combined with Gibbs free energy change of exchange reaction between CaO and BaF 2 , and also with respective changes of G 0 for reactions of formation of respective double oxides, one can derive Gibbs free energy change for the reaction:
Obtained G 0 oxides = f (T) equations are gathered in Table 3 It is the last information needed to set the cell III. It operates with the working electrode: CuO-Ln<211> -Ln<123>.
Tm -51500 -5.00*T Er -59300 -1.66*T Ho -52700 -7.65*T Dy -51200 -9.06*T Gd -59900 -1.58*T Eu -82530 + 16.50*T Onderka et al, 1999 Kopyto et al, 2003 Sm -110580 + 41.29*T Nd -137880 + 65.18*T Table 3 . Thermodynamic data obtained for respective Ln<211> phase.
The following electrochemical cells were assembled:
for Ln = Yb, Tm, Er, Ho, Dy, Gd and Eu. and their overall cell reaction is:
for which the change in Gibbs free energy can be written as:
Combining reaction (58) with the exchange reaction between CaO and BaF 2 , and with the reaction of formation of Ln<211> phases from oxides, one can arrive at the reaction of formation of Ln<123> phase from oxides and oxygen:
Obtained G 0 -( 0.25 -x/2) RT ln p O2 = f(T) equations for subsequent Ln<123> phases are gathered in Table 4 . Dependence of x = f(T) is required under fixed pressure to calculate the correction term. In case of Gd-phase the cell did not work reversibly, probably due to BaF 2 *GdF 3 compound formation. In case of Eu, the result should be taken with caution. For elements with the radius smaller than Gd 3+ , another phase designated as Ln<336> appears in the oxide system, and it is a matter of dispute weather this phase is separated from Ln<123> by two-phase region or it is simply a solid solution extending from Ln<123> phase.
Thermodynamic properties of liquid silver alloys
Taking part in two COST projects (531 and MP0602), which were devoted to the search of new lead-free solders, we were involved in the investigations of silver alloys. After all , Poland is a big silver producer and silver alloys seemed to be a reasonable choice. Consequently, using solid oxide galvanic cells with YSZ zirconia electrolyte (ZrO 2 +Y 2 O 3 ) the thermodynamic properties of a number of the liquid silver alloys were determined. Generally, this kind of galvanic cell can be described by the following schema:
electric contact, working electrode/YSZ electrolyte/reference electrode, electric contact where the working electrode is metallic alloy of chosen composition mixed with the powder of metal oxide, and the reference electrode is powder mixture of the type Me+MeO or air. First of all in this kind of measurements, the G 0 f,MeO of oxides for each component of the alloy must be known. Next, the activity of this metal which has the most stable oxide can be investigated. Second very important case in these measurements is a lack of an exchange reaction between components of the alloy and metal oxide which is used in this experiment. If Gibbs free energy of formation of two oxides is close to each other the exchange reaction may take place. In this case, the additional experiment must be done to clarify the possibility of an exchange reaction. If these conditions are fulfilled, the chosen silver alloys can be investigated by using e.m.f. method with YSZ zirconia electrolyte. From measured electromotive force E as a function of temperature for alloys of different compositions, the activity of the component of liquid silver alloy can be determined.
The following binary and ternary liquid silver alloys were investigated by using e.m.f. method with YSZ solid electrolyte: Ag-Bi (Gąsior et al., 2003) , Ag-Sb (Krzyżak & Fitzner, 2004) , Ag-In (Jendrzejczyk & Fitzner, 2005) , Ag-Ga (Jendrzejczyk-Handzlik & Fitzner, 2011) , Ag-Bi-Pb , Ag-In-Sb (Jendrzejczyk-Handzlik et al., 2006) , and Ag-In-Sn (Jendrzejczyk-Handzlik et al., 2008) . In Table 5 galvanic cells which were used during measurements performed of various liquid silver alloys and the range of temperature in which measurements were done are given. Table 5 . Galvanic cells which were used during measurements with silver alloys.
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A schematic representation of the cell assembly which was used in measurements of liquid silver alloys is shown in following Fig. 13 . Fig. 13 . Galvanic cell assembly after Jendrzejczyk & Fitzner (2005) .
The tube of the solid zirconia electrolyte contained a liquid silver alloy of chosen composition. A small amount of pressed metal oxide was placed at the bottom of a YSZ tube. The metallic wires acted as an electric contact with the liquid metal electrode. A solid electrolyte tube was inserted into an alumina crucible filled with reference electrode which was a mixture of metal and oxide powders (in case of measurements with Ag-Sb and Ag-BiPb the reference electrode was air. The construction of the cell was changed and this kind of the cell construction is shown in Fig.10 ). It was sealed inside the crucible with an alumina cement. Next, the whole cell was placed inside a silica tube, which was suspended on an upper brass head closing the silica tube. The cell was kept in a constant temperature zone of the resistance furnace. The measurement were carried out at increasing and decreasing temperature for several days. To check the reproducibility of the cell performance within the investigated temperature range, measurement were carried out on both heating and cooling cycles. For the reversible overall cell reaction the change Gibbs free energy G was derived from the equation (6). Consequently, by combining equations which describe G and G 0 f,MeO we can obtain equation describing the activity of metallic component in liquid silver alloy. Next all thermodynamic properties of the liquid solution were described in the following manner. The model for the substitutional solution was used to express the Gibbs free energy of mixing in the following form:
G M = X 1 G 0 1 + X 2 G 0 2 + … + RT(X 1 lnX 1 + X 2 lnX 2 + …) +G E (61)
www.intechopen.com where parameters G 0 i denote the free energy of pure component "i" and are taken from the SGTE database (Dinsdale, 1991) . The function G E denotes the excess free energy and for binary system it is described by the Redlich-Kister formula (Redlich & Kister, 1948) :
For the ternary system, G E (the excess free energy) is described by the Redlich-KisterMuggianu polynomial (Muggian et al, 1975) :
In above equations the x i is the mole fraction of the components in an alloy and parameters L i 1,2 and L i 1,2,3 are linearly dependent on temperature and are given in J/mol*atom. For subsequent silver alloy shown in Table 5 these parameters were calculated by using experimental data gathered for each system including those which were obtained from our e.m.f. measurements. Parameters L i 1,2 and L i 1,2,3 for the liquid phase which was obtained during optimization for Ag-Bi, Ag-Sb, Ag-In ,Ag-Ga (Gierlotka & JendrzejczykHandzlik, 2011) , Ag-Bi-Pb, Ag-In-Sb and Ag-In-Sn are given in Table 6 . Consequently, having these parameters, all thermodynamic properties of the liquid solution were obtained. Table 6 . Binary and ternary parameters for the silver alloys.
Conclusion
Electrochemical measurements assure versatile and flexible approach to the investigations of high-temperature systems. Not only thermodynamic properties of solid or liquid phases www.intechopen.com can be determined, but also properly design cell can be used as a sensor to monitor concentration changes in either liquid or gaseous phase. Though at present research efforts made on the development of new sensors shifted towards miniaturization and low temperature working conditions, still high-temperature industrial problems with process and quality control as well as environmental protection require continuous monitoring of the behavior of a number of substances. While the main problem with new sensors development is the transfer of the laboratory cell concept into the device operating under industrial conditions, the basic research is still needed to prepare and understand materials which can be used as potential electrolytes. It is our personal point of view that among variety of choices which can be made future progress will be connected with the investigations of three types of stable solid ionic conductors.
Ceria -based oxygen conducting solid electrolyte
It is known that substitution of cerium ion with the rare earth trivalent ion on the cerium site in CeO 2 lattice enhances conductivity of ceria, with the highest values obtained for Sm 2 O 3 (Inaba & Tagawa, 1996) and Gd 2 O 3 additions ( Sammes & Du, 2005) .
The maximum conductivity of the solid solution is observed between 10 and 20 mol % of Sm 2 O 3 and Gd 2 O 3 addition, and its value reaches 5*10 -3 S/cm at 500 0 C. Apart from the possible application in fuel cells technology (SOFC), this electrolyte may enable thermodynamic measurements at much lower temperature than zirconia does. Its weakness is the response to relatively high oxygen pressure which causes electronic conductivity in this material at high temperature.
Lanthanum fluoride solid electrolyte
An incredible fast response of the cell with LaF 3 electrolyte to oxygen pressure changes (about 2 min at room temperature) (Yamazoe et al, 1987) makes it very promising material for various sensor construction. Since the only mobile species in lanthanum fluoride are fluoride ions, the mechanism of this rapid response is not completely known (Fergus, 1997) . It was demonstrated by Alcock and Li in 1990 , that measurements of the thermodynamic properties of oxides and sulfides performed with fluoride electrolytes are possible also at high-temperature. Since between SrF 2 and LaF 3 solid solution is formed with the highest melting point about 1835 K at the 70 mole% SrF 2 -30 mole % LaF 3 composition , this solid solution was used as a matrix to form so-called composite electrolyte. In this electrolyte a second phase (in this case either oxide or sulfide) was dispersed and appropriate electrochemical cells were assembled. The results demonstrated that this kind of composite can function satisfactorily and the dispersion of sulfides, carbides or nitrides may lead to the fabrication of electrolytes suitable for sulfur, carbon and nitrogen detection.
Sulfide ionic conductor
Sulfides are usually less stable and more disordered than oxides. Consequently, it is difficult to find sulfide which exhibit entirely ionic conductivity. The most stable sulfides like MgS, CaS, SrS and BaS exhibit NaCl-type structure with ionic bonds, and have high melting point above 2000 K. Thus, they can be considered as potential solid electrolytes. Nakamura and Gunji (Nakamura & Gunji, 1980) showed that pure CaS is an intrinsic ionic conductor, however it is not a practical material for the solid electrolyte because of its very small conductivity. In turn, magnesium and strontium sulfides have thermodynamic stability and electrical conductivity comparable to CaS, however at high sulfur pressure (between 10 -7 and 10 -4 Pa) p-type conduction appears in these materials. Recently, Nakamura et al in 1984 obtained highly ionic conductor of sulfides by preparing 95CaS-5Na 2 S solid solution. This material exhibits conductivity about two orders in magnitude higher than any other sulfide, which additionally is independent on sulfur pressure. They also demonstrated that the e.m.f. cell Fe, FeS /95CaS-5Na 2 S/ Mn, MnS worked reversibly indicating that ionic transference number is equal to one. It is not certain however, which ion is a predominant charge carrier. Though these experiments may be at present only of laboratory interest , still they may lead to the technique enabling to obtain precise thermodynamic data for sulfide systems. Thus, a lot of new problems wait for those who enter this field. We are convinced that this research area is far from being closed. There is still a lot to be discovered and potential applications are enormous and fascinating. We can only hope that at least to certain extent we'll be able to take part in this developing history, and be a witness of new surprises waiting ahead for us.
